rapidly upregulated are almost all those required for synthesis of the translational apparatus. Perhaps most interesting was the identification of approximately 80 transcripts encoding proteins with unknown functions. Thirteen of these genes are defined as encoding cyanobacterial signature proteins [6] , and another encodes a putative homolog of a DNA-surveillance protein identified originally in sporulating Bacillus subtilis [7] .
Over 100 non-coding, small regulatory RNAs are either upregulated or downregulated during resuscitation [3] . Some of these small RNAs might encode peptides but many have predicted antisense functions, consistent with the proposed post-transcriptional control of the dormant state. Recent data from studies on seed germination [8] and control of the hibernation process in higher animals [9] also indicate a key role for small regulatory RNAs in controlling these processes. Other parallels between these processes and chlorosis are striking: the requirement for energy-rich storage compounds; the reprogramming to a hypometabolic state; a drastic reduction in ATP synthesis and expenditure; and the development of stress-tolerant phenotypes.
Understanding dormancy from a mechanistic viewpoint is still in its infancy. The current study [3] , however, identifies a clear genetically controlled program of events that governs awakening from the dormant state. The authors have defined a wonderful model system to dissect not only how an organism recovers from the dormant state but also how dormancy is maintained. Future studies on Synechocystis will expand our understanding of the bioenergetic processes controlling chlorosis, possibly even revealing new concepts. This field will eventually provide answers to how certain microbial cells (including spores) can remain alive (maintain a membrane potential) for thousands of years or even longer [10, 11] . In a broader biological context, this work has obvious relevance to our understanding of the evolution of life, bioenergetics, epigenetics, infection processes (persistence in pathogens and antibiotic resistance) [12] , possibly also the regulation of cancer-cell dormancy [13] , and even the aging process and longevity [9] . Figuring out how microbial cells enter into, and awaken from, dormancy will shed light on the mechanisms of similar processes in higher organisms.
Temperature influences physiological processes and can corrupt nervous system function. A modelling study shows how regulation of ion channel expression can establish an acute temperature invariance of neuronal responses despite temperature-dependent and variable ionic conductances.
'Heat what you need' seems to be the motto of fast-swimming fish such as opah, tuna and billfish which, although 'cold blooded', actively invest in elevating their muscle temperature [ 
